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ABSTRACT

Usability is very important however, it is still difficult to develop interactive computing
systems that meet all user’s specificities. Help systems should be a way of bridging
this gap. This paper presents a general survey on recent works (building upon previous
surveys) related to improving applications’ help through demonstration and automa-
tion and, identifies which technologies are acting as enablers. The main contributions
are, identifying: i) which are the recent existing solutions; ii) which aspects must be
investigated further; and iii) which are the main difficulties that are preventing a faster
progress.
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1. INTRODUCTION
User interfaces (UIs) have a major role in any interactive computing system (ICS). The life cycle of

technology proposed by Norman [1] state that when technology satisfy basic user needs then they become
more interested in efficiency, convenience and pleasure. Therefore, usability and user experience became
crucial. Indeed, usability is vital for websites, products and services to achieve success. However, although all
advances on user-centered approaches and design, some interfaces are still difficult to use, causing frustration
to users [2]. Managers and developers often recognize it but still leave it apart from the product-development
process [3, 4].

To address user’s difficulties some ICS provide help systems however, it is still verified a major dif-
ficulty in making people use them. Dworman et al., [5] state that this behaviour is explained by either users
not recognizing help systems existence, not wanting to pause their current tasks to search help or because they
want to find the solution on their own. Nevertheless, the design of effective user-centered help systems is still
seen as a weak negotiator point by the business because it is faced as a secondary functionality [4, 6] as shown
in Figure 1.

To combat user’s resistance to use help systems and still make users familiar with tools, especially
the ones with some complexity, training programs focused on task-modelling were proposed [7]. They aim to
understand which are the key aspects that depend on the user. This modelling has, yet, the potential to improve
systems design if considered in the implementation process [8]. However, this modelling has a certain level of
complexity and some tools propose to overlap it by analyzing the task being accomplished and defining it [9].

Objectifying the improvement of aid systems, contextual help proved to be effective in learning user
interfaces. Contextual-help defines the paradigm of help given in the context where the doubt has risen up,
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e.g. a certain tool-tip associated to a button [10]. This concept is similar to the situated action theory which
states that knowledge can only be interpreted in its context. From this concept help tools have arose, like
AIDE which through communication with users, understanding the context of the doubt, discovers and solves
the issues [11]. Similar approaches are demonstration-based help that in addition to working in the context
of the application demonstrates how a certain task is to be executed. For instance, through automation scripts
[12] and, model-driven help [10] that firstly models the system and details interactions on it and then starts the
automation/explanation design.

Different approaches to provide help have been developed. Either using video, tutorials, functionalities
as automation and picture-driven computing (PDC), among others [11, 13-16]. Some also suggest approaches
based on crowd learning, like help forums, arguing that people learn better when discussing subjects and an
many-to-one support is more efficient [17, 18]. Many current help systems are still based on user manuals
or do not provide inter-application support. The major barriers to an overall improvement are the increase on
systems’ complexity [19] and impossibility to access and change source codes.

Overcoming user’s issues, this paper reviews how existing help systems are being implemented and
which technologies are being used. The revision aims to identify existing approaches to develop help systems
and what can still be improved on them. Additionally, understanding how far help tools are connected to the
application (e.g. can be separated), whether approaches like continuous learning [20] either supervised or
unsupervised are applicable and, how far could a crowd-sourced system be beneficial. The review includes
applications that implement help mechanism or automate certain (sub)tasks to overcome user’s issues (e.g.
usability).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents topics related to most recent help solutions (e.g.
picture-driven computing, automation). Section 3 reviews existing help solutions and sort them into several
high-level categories. In Section 4, both comparison between identified help solutions and critical analysis are
made. Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are presented in Section 5.

Figure 1. Usability study in a large company focusing on problems and barriers to usability [4]

2. BACKGROUND
This section introduces important concepts associated with most recent help and automation tools.

The section starts by describing picture-driven computing (PDC), a paradigm that enables computer program-
ming based on screen shots, not just code. The two main approaches based in this paradigm are presented
(sikuli and robotic process automation). Then automation, a mechanism to reduce users’ effort by automating
steps to accomplish some task and, task-models are presented.

2.1. Picture-driven computing
Kourousias and Bonfiglio present the visual information in a 2-dimensional spatial domain as nuclear

data of the PDC paradigm. This visual information is what intends to be visible on a graphical output device
[21]. This paradigm is useful for task automation of systems already developed and/or without access to their
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source code [11].
One way to implement PDC is by using the Sikuli [21] tool. This is an MIT open-source program-

ming environment developed using python and using OpenCV (OpenCV: https://opencv.org (last accessed: 14
January 2020)) packages for finding images on the screen. Sikuli was developed to empower help designers
in the general public (computer-skill independent) to create contextual help [15]. The tool allows for standard
programming functions (e.g. loops, conditions, variables) but with the addition of target patterns identification
on the screen. To use the tool, users can take advantage of the SikuliX integrated development environment
(IDE) that is a basic script editor to load, edit, save and run scripts. In what regards non-picture related func-
tions users must have previous basic computer programming basis. On Figure 2 an example of a Sikuli script
developed on the IDE.

Figure 2. Sikuli script, example of a script developed using sikuli IDE

In the context of developing help systems, sikuli’s user can select an element from the interface by
capturing its’ screenshot and selecting the type of contextual help to add (available action to perform on spec-
ified UI elements) to that element. Some examples are highlights, clicks, and type into (writes a specified
message when an element is pressed). When presenting the resulting help system to users, pixels on the screen
are searched, elements located and the corresponding action reproduced. See the work of Yeh et al. [15] for
additional information about creating contextual help using screenshots.

Another way to implement PDC solutions is done using robotic process automation (RPA). As stated
by Schatsky et al. [22] RPA software automate repetitive, rule-based processes usually performed by people
sitting in front of computers. The interaction with computers is done by mimicking the interaction between
humans and computers and therefore robots can open email attachments, complete e-forms, and record and
replay data [22]. To mimic user interactions, current robots operate in two main modes. Either they are familiar
with applications, usually through communication plugins, and can interact directly with all UI elements (e.g.
buttons, text boxes, drop menus, combo boxes) or they operate through PDC using also screenshots and image
recognition techniques.

On Figure 3 a synthesis of RPA goals and its description is presented. This information was gathered
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from one of the market RPA applications. The goals emphasized are increased customer satisfaction, better
resource utilization, increased accuracy and improved productivity.

Figure 3. RPA goals, Synthesis of RPA goals retrieved from Nice [23]

Most common RPA applications are UIPath [24], BluePrism [25], and Automation Anywhere [26].
They are designed mainly for companies which recognize the existence of tasks that pose as good candidates
to be automated [27].

2.2. Automation and task-models
This section describes automation and concepts related to it (e.g. tasks and task-models). Before

automating it is important to properly understand the task that will be automatically performed. This can be
achieved with a detailed design and analysis. Adequate notations for this purpose are also described in this
section.

Automation consists on the transformation of systems’ functions into automatic processes to affect it
following a specific target [19]. Some basic concepts associated to automation are:

− Business process-consists of sequences of activities

− Activity-discrete process step performed either by machines or humans (activities may consist of one or
more tasks)

− Worklist-set of tasks to be performed by a user in a workflow system

− Workflow-is the automation of a business process in whole or in part, during which documents, informa-
tion or tasks are passed through participants following a set of rules [28, 29]

One way to describe automation level of a system corresponds to the identification of the proportion
of automatic actions [19]. They are three different types, full automation, semi-automation or manual. Fully
automated are fully conducted by a computer and all possible outcomes are predicted. Semi-automated requires
an interaction between the computer and a human that validate, compare, or add information to the workflow.
Manual are usually complex and requires comprehensive knowledge and skills to take adequate decisions [28].
Other way to describe automation level is using a scale from one to ten. In this scale a value of one represents
business process on which the computer offers no assistance and humans take all decisions and actions. A value
of ten means that the computer decides everything, acting autonomously and ignoring human inputs [30].

On critical workflows a semi-automated approach is best suited making the system to work on a multi-
agent basis (an human agent interacting with a software agent) [31]. However, some problems and concerns
might arise:

− When the automation requires user to input some variables to set the session the automation can be put
at risk. This happen either because the input parameters are not the expected or because the responsible
might forget that the automation program was waiting for the parameter [19]

− The fact that people cannot recognize repetitive tasks worthy of automating leading to bad automation
task selection. User interviews revealed that tasks were identified as repetitive if manually performed
numerous times in a row or if complex but infrequent [32]
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Those problems might be mitigated with an accurate process definition that can be accomplished with
task-models and proper task definition [7, 33].

Powerful analytical tools such as Petri [34] or concur task trees (CTT) [35] provide a thorough pro-
cess (specifying tasks) definition and enable formal workflow analyze (e.g. correctness and consistency). A
valuable aspects of these tools is the decomposition of tasks in its sub-tasks enabling a proper understanding of
required steps to accomplish them [7]. To define a task, it is necessary to identify the objects and actions that
define the communication. Objects consist on entities that are manipulated to perform tasks (e.g. menus, icons,
state requests of some application, etc.) [35]. Those tools also provide hierarchical logical structure allowing
for different abstraction level and process refinement. A variety of temporal relationships operators supporting
interactive behaviors and representation of relevant relationship is also provided. To express temporal rela-
tionship among tasks LOTOS [36] concurrent notation is used. CTT editor and HAMSTERS [37] enable the
definition of task-models being possible to specify the type of each task:

− User task-performed entirely by the user
− Application task-completely executed by the system
− Interactive task-performed by user interactions with the system
− Abstract task-represents high level task including a set of tasks of different types

The possibility to represent concurrent tasks makes CTT different from unique sequential relationship
available on GOMS [38], despite their similarity on hierarchical tasks disposition [30, 39]. Figure 4 presents a
partial task-model (in the context of a flight software board) developed with HAMSTERS. Task-models might
represent a barrier for task automation mainly because the additional effort to the overall development [29, 32].
Aiming at reducing the effort required for the development of task models, Machado et al. proposed a tool that
constructs CTT task models from the execution of tasks [9].

Figure 4. Task-model, Example of a task-model developed with HAMSTERS [30]

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section presents approaches which aim to improve daily interactions between users and com-

puters. The section starts by presenting the methodology used in the selection process and then presents the
identified work grouped by interaction core used by the approaches, i.e. how interaction with applications is
performed (e.g. script and automation-based, video-based, GUI elements based). The intent was to perform a
(not systematic) literature review of recent work adding to existing surveys.
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3.1. Methodology for tool selection
The search for this review was made through digital repositories. The repositories from which most

information was taken are ACM Digital Library, Springer, IEEE Xplore and Elsevier. Additionally, information
from AAAI Digital Library, Wiley Online Library, Taylor and Francis Online and Scientific Research publisher
was also taken.

The range of presented tools focus mainly in the 2010-2018 period. This choice was due to the
identification of a review made by Grossman and Fitzmaurice [40] that presents help tools previous to 2010
based on video and animated documentation, contextual assistance, and contextual video assistance. Two
additional works where included because they present interesting approaches which with the addition of current
technology capabilities would pose as good candidates on the help-tools umbrella.

The keywords used on the research were ‘action repetition’, ‘contextual help’, ‘crowdsourced help’,
‘demonstration help’, ‘GUI automation’, ‘knowledge sharing’, ‘model-driven help’, ‘programming by demon-
stration’, ‘software support’, ‘workflow automation’, ‘picture-driven computing’, ‘tutorial’ and ‘user support’.
Relevant cited papers were also included.

3.2. Scripts and automation-based
Sheepdog [20] is a programming-by-demonstration system that works in different phases. First, it

learns from multiple experts, each performing the same procedure (set of steps to achieve a goal) directly on
a Windows desktop. With the recording, Sheepdog models the procedure allowing different configurations.
These models can be reproduced on an end-user device via an executable file. When generating the models,
Sheepdog abstracts from low-level Windows events into clean high-level representations and uses input/output
hidden Markov models to determine the odds of occurrence of the next node. The interface where the system
automation is mapped should be collaborative to allow the user (expert) to add extra-input. When replaying the
script, step by step, the system takes a snapshot and from it determines and indicates what is the next step.

CoScripter, previously called Koala [41], is a collaborative scripting environment for recording, au-
tomating and sharing web-based processes. It has two main modules, a plug-in that allows users to record and
play actions and a repository where users can share their scripts, rate and comment other scripts. The actions
recorded are recognized and replayable via HTML interpretation.

ActionShot [42] is an extension to Firefox web browser built on top of the CoScripter web record-
ing/playback platform. Unlike CoScripter, ActionShot continuously records users’ browser history grouping
actions by pages’ host name. It also provides a visual interface that allows users to use or share any action they
have ever performed. The description of each module is based on text taken from HTML code (usually the text
displayed on widgets).

CoCo [43] is a system that automates web tasks. It takes advantage of a repository with previous web
scripts and users’ personal web browsing history. People ask questions via Twitter and the system can either
respond asking for more information or with an answer. The system can cover each user needs.

TaskTracer [44] is able to track users behavior when using applications like Microsoft Office, e-mail,
and Internet Explorer (an extra add-in has to be installed) being able to recover the full context of the task if
desired. To classify the task, the user must indicate its beginning and ending. Authors acknowledge it as an
extra burden. They aim at the ability to restore all applications associated with a process, the documents used
and even the indication of the last changes.

Smart Web Tutor [18] proposes an approach to enhance massive open online courses (MOOCs) with
education resources development for instructors and students, allowing realtime collaborative learning for stu-
dents. As for the recording phase, it is based on the DOM structure, common on web-sites, and works on three
main phases, recording, optimizing, replaying. A similarity formula that considers platforms variability is also
considered as different systems may require different steps to accomplish a task. For real-time collaborative
learning, authors propose a communication protocol to send each step on a synchronous way, making possible
to a group of people to watch a procedure executing on real-time.

3.3. Video-based
Ambient Help [45] works on a secondary monitor. While people are performing a task on the primary

monitor Ambient Help is automatically displaying videos or/and textual information relevant to the process.
Whenever people need help or want to see Ambient Help suggestions they focus on the secondary monitor and
search the desired help-content.
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Pause-and-Play [14] proposes a learning improvement via video tutorials. The approach consists on
receiving a video-tutorial and recognizing its main steps via computer-vision algorithms. Then to trace user
behavior, it is possible (with the addition of plugins) to pause and play the video tutorial according to user
performance on the application. In addition, a functionality which allows easy navigation through the most
important parts of the video was developed.

ToolClips [13] is a contextual-based help system that aims to replace tooltips associated to UI ele-
ments. Instead of standard tooltips (e.g. with icons’ name), when the cursor pass over an UI element, the user
can access video or text with information about the elements’ use. With this approach users are presented with
extra-information inside the application.

3.4. GUI elements based
LemonAid [17, 46] is a crowdsourced contextual help system. It provides technical help based on the

selection of GUI elements (label, widget, link, and image) instead of keywords. People get help by selecting
an UI element and, from there, LemonAid presents the five most asked questions by the community. Users
can use the search bar to enter keywords, refine the questions shown, make new questions or see the answers
to existing questions. Technically, it works as a layer above a web application UI, independent from back and
front-end implementations. Authors claim that one-to-many support is more efficient and provides greater cost
savings.

DemoHelp [47] is an help system that takes advantage of PDC and automation (using Sikuli scripts)
and is to be used side by side with an application. Users select an action to execute in the help system and the
procedure is triggered on the application. To facilitate the creation of Sikuli scripts users can enrich CTT task
models with applications’ UI elements and select possible scenarios. Based on this work, an help tool (FEL)
[48] was developed. An user study was performed comparing the help provided by the developed tool and
guidebooks. Results shown benefits using FEL on first-time task execution.

Interactive systems integration tool (ISI) [12] is a tool that also works with enriched task models
(CTT) and scenario selection (using a tool from the Human Interfaces in Information Systems Laboratory [49])
to automatically create Sikuli scripts. The tool removes complexity from original GUI, presenting a simplified
GUI with complex tasks automated and ready to be reproduced. The tool can merge multiple interfaces from
different applications into only one GUI. When the user selects a task, all steps are executed by Sikuli on
a virtual machine being presented to the user only the final result (hidding the original GUI). The approach
works with any application/platform.

Help, it looks confusing (HILC) [50] is a tool that relies on computer vision techniques rather than
accessibility APIs being therefore, domain independent. It focus on personal automation and script genera-
tion from non-programmer users and automates procedures by demonstration. When demonstrating, the tool
produces the needed screenshots and corresponding mouse-keyboard events. Scripts can be made from video
records, with specialized screen casting software, or with a sniffer program. Inputs are converted to log files
that pass through a classifier algorithm. However, the authors state that pure programming-by-demonstration is
still unrealistic. They verified that for small procedures the classifier algorithm does not have great performance
yet.

Contextual help for adaptive interfaces (CHAIN) [10] was developed to provide model driven con-
textual help to adaptive user interfaces (interfaces that change their presentation at runtime). The adaptation
to change is made by an association between concrete elements and scene elements. Concrete elements are
defined by specific parameters like the concrete id on the code, and scene elements are associated to them (e.g.
a menu is a concrete element and its ‘inner’ options are the scene elements). CHAIN was developed using
JavaScript for the web, C# with .Net Framework for desktop and C# with Xamarin for mobile. When source-
code is not available it is able to use the PDC paradigm interacting in different ways depending on where the
application is running. For web applications it uses Selenium capabilities and for desktop applications it makes
use of an UI automation framework. The help is given by the definition of a model on Cedar Studio [51], which
also allows for the importation of Selenium scripts. The focus of CHAIN is providing proper annotations on
the target interface, being also able to insert some values-see Figure 5. The authors state (based on their study)
that one-shot learning is something appreciated. Help across several applications was something that they did
not reach and crowd-sourcing would be an interesting trait.

Table 1 (see in appendix) summarizes and sorts into three categories (automation, automation/help,
and help) the stated works. The categorization is based on the goal of the work (i.e. to improve processes
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through automation or to help users). Each work was then classified into six factors considered important
to describe and understand their purpose. They are: i) domain; ii) interaction core (how interaction with
applications is performed); iii) crowdsourced-based; iv) uses picture-driven computing interaction; v) enables
demonstration-based learning (learn with user demonstration); vi) enables continuous learning (improves with
user interactions).

Those factors emerged from the interconnection between our goals and identified works. From them,
one can identify, solutions independent of application’s source code, how interaction is performed, check con-
tinuous learning viability, identify interface interaction challenges, and if it works on a crowdsourced-based
way.

Figure 5. CHAIN, example of an interface with annotations made with CHAIN [10]

4. DISCUSSION
This section describes how the presented work addresses the three contributions presented in the ab-

stract. Considering the identification of recent solutions (1), several works were found and presented. They
were categorized and classified into different factors to facilitate their comparison as shown in Table 1 (see
in appendix). From the table many differences and similarities between works can be identified but more
interesting are the patterns that seem to emerge.

Starting with the main goal(s) of solutions, only one goal tends do be addressed (only two recent
works address both automation and help). In relation to domain, no pattern stands out, being all web, plugin
dependent and domain independent present with the same frequency. However, in what concerns automation
solutions, a prevalence for web stands out. One reason for this might the DOM structure availability making
development easier. Another reason might be related to the higher applicability as typical users use to utilize
mainly web applications. A similar conclusion can be draw regarding interaction core, i.e. a pattern seems
to emerge only for solutions with focus on automation-the use of automation scripts. Crowdsourced is being
frequently used in automation but more frequent usage should be reached when the goal of solutions is help.
PDC and one-shot learning started to be used in solutions to provide help. Trends were not identified regarding
continuous learning.

From the comparison made some problems and possible improvements were identified (2). Some tools
present benefits of both source code and domain independence but overcoming all aspects still needs research.
PDC is a recent technology that facilitates the overall implementation of extra-application capabilities however,
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after the decomposition of an GUI (see the work of Dubrovina et al. [52] or Prefab [53] for further details) it
is still difficult to properly interact with its elements atomically (e.g. Dixon et al. [54] reports that clickable
“target” are often ambiguous and cannot be reverse engineered without human intervention). To accomplish
full domain independence icons and widgets should be fully identified even without accessing source code.
Solutions based on artificial intelligence (AI) might be able to address this challenge.

Being able to work in groups and share knowledge is also a valuable aspect that most tools still leave
apart (crowdsourced-help). Continuous learning, through the implementation of learning algorithms, may also
be an advantage improving the interaction of the user as the steps that are chosen to automate can be better
selected. Additionally, the ability to implement continuous learning, allowing the tools to keep learning from
users, is another interesting aspect still missing. The joint between PDC, automation, crowdsourced-help, with
the ability to capture tasks from a single demonstration are desired.

The main barrier for faster development (3), is related to domain independency, either from source
code and/or extra-plugins. Not requiring the user to install extra-plugins or to restrict the automations/ demon-
strations to a set of applications is something that brings many benefits like inter-application help possibilities.
To achieve this independency a system that does not depend on applications’ code or structure is a must. PDC
has the capabilities required however, we believe it is still not being largely used because it has some limita-
tions yet (e.g. element’s identification ambiguity). The development of solutions merging PDC with AI will
overcome this challenge. For instance, the work of Dubrovina et al. [52] presents a step in this direction pre-
senting a solution for GUI object classification using a support vector machine classifier. Solutions like this are
essential (a US patent already exists [55]) for image-based software automation/demonstration tools however,
this is an area that has still not got the deserved attention.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a literature review of recent tools that aim to facilitate the way tasks are accom-

plished via help and/or automation. The most relevant solutions were identified, described, compared and sorted
into categories. The categories that came up are related to the way tools implement help and/or automation.
The categories are, Scripts and automated-based, Video-based, GUI elements based.

From the comparison made as shown in Table 1 it can be concluded that both automating tasks to
provide help is something being addressed in many recent works and, most works are still restricted to a specific
domain. In what concerns continuous-learning it is an aspect that has not received much attention yet. This is
true also for crowdsourced concepts allowing people to easily work and share their developments in groups.
PDC and one-shot learning are implemented in some tools and show interesting results but are concepts still on
a rising phase.

Improving the way people get help and/or making tasks’ accomplishment easier are major advantages.
This is true for both corporate workers in their daily activities where they must be productive and, for singular
computer users that many times feel they cannot execute some tasks (usually attributing wrongly the failure
to their lack of skills instead of recognizing software deficiencies). Developing a tool that would consider
the implementation of crowdsourced collaboration, interaction through picture-driven computing, that would
easily capture each steps of a task and, that could learn with users’ executions seems to be an interesting path
to follow.
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APPENDIX

Table 1. Identified works categorized regarding their main goal and classified into six factors
Main goal Domain Interaction core Crowd uses PDC enables enables Name

sourced- interaction Demonstration- Continuous
based based Learning

Learning
Automation Web Automation scripts Yes No No CoScripter

Web Automation scripts Yes No No ActionShot
Web Automation scripts Yes No Yes CoCo

question-
answer analysis

Plugin Automation scripts – No No TaskTracer
dependent –

Automation Independent Learn- – No Yes Yes Sheepdog
/Help Independent replay procedure –

Independent Enriched task No No No No ISI
models and PDC

Help Web Dialogues with users No No No Yes AIDE
Web Scripts-Web’ DOMs Yes No Yes No Smart

Web Tutor
– Videos or/and No No No No ToolClips
– textual help

Plugin Videos No No No No Pause-and-Play
dependent

Plugin GUI Elements Yes No No No LemonAid
dependent

Independent Videos or/and No No No No Ambient Help
textual help

Independent Enriched task No Yes No No DemoHelp
models and PDC

Independent GUI Elements No Yes Yes Yes HILC
Independent Interaction models No Yes* No No CHAIN

(through Cesar
Studio)
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